Advanced Technical Writing
Audience Community Documentation Plan Assignment


Instructions: Create a file entitled <name>Community-Doc-Plan, where <name> is your name. When you’re done, save it to Blackboard.  

Document:
Create a documentation plan for an audience community. It needs to contain and respond to your problem statement, describe the reader, and explain how you will address their needs by creating an interactive customer/user/and so on audience community. To do this, it should contain a complete list of section and/or page headings, and any other material you will need to complete the project, such as references and other sources. Be sure to address all the measures listed in the Worksheet section, below. For each goal, keep in mind the document's intended audience.

Especially with research projects like this, remember to consider how best to serve your reader by following good scientific method. 

Think of ways to use this and other preparatory documents you've been working on to help develop your three major writing projects. What you have worked on so far are drafts, so feel free to change them as needed. Some students like to use all the documents we work on during the semester to tie into one final project, so you can start thinking about that now.

This is only a draft, so don’t concern yourself if it changes as you work on your project, but you need to start somewhere. This can be brief as long as long as it responds to the worksheet items and is useful for you.

Purpose:
To help you plan your audience community and the projects leading up to it.

Audience:
Your instructor and you. We will likely peer-review this in class, so also a classmate or two.

Worksheet
1. Purpose 
Community performs a necessary and useful function for members. Monster.com's purpose is not only clear to the general audience, there is a prominent "First Timers Start Here" button that more clearly describes Monster to newcomers.
2. Identity
Members can identify each other and build relationships. When posting to a craigslist message board, the member is directed to give specific detail. This rigor creates much richer identities within the craigslist community.
3. Reputation	
Members have reputation based on their activity and the expressed opinions of others. eBay pioneered peer-to-peer commerce reputation building through aggregating customer and seller approval ratings.
4. Governance
The facilitators and members of the community assign management duties to each other, allowing the community to grow. Members agree that their behavior can be regulated according to shared or stated values. AOL has paved the governance way by defining a community leadership structure that includes both volunteers and paid community leaders.
5. Communication	
Members must be able to interact with each other, to share information and ideas.
Threaded dialogue ability was so important to The Motley Fool that they built their own message board infrastructure. 
6. Groups
Community members can segment themselves according to specific interests or tasks. Members can relate to each other in small numbers. About.com's topical index is one of the most sophisticated nested group structures on the Internet
7. Environment
A synergistic environment helps members achieve their purpose. Amazon.com's environment is so integrated that there is seamless flow from perusal to purchase.
8. Boundaries 
The community knows why it exists and who is outside and inside. Each of VerticalNet's marketplaces has its own completely separate, independent web site that it simply linked in to the VerticalNet main site.
9. Trust
Members must be able to build trust over time with other members and the community facilitators. Members know with whom they are dealing and that it is safe to do so. The HP ITRC customer-community problem solving forums not only yield trust because of the peer level interaction but also because responses that have been validated as correct are indicated with a "magic answer" icon. 
10. Exchange
The community recognizes an exchange of value, from knowledge and ideas to goods and services. Members can easily indicate their preferences and opinions. drkoop.com's members understand that their medical insight can be of great value to others. So much so that drkoop elevates "A Day in My Life" member stories which are first person accounts of what it is like to live with a condition or disease.
11. Expression 
The community has a recognizable character and members are aware of what other community members are doing. The Well has a distinct sense of place that its "About" section describes as an "online gathering place like no other -- remarkably uninhibited, intelligent, and iconoclastic."
12. History
The community remembers what has happened and reacts and changes in response. Zippo.com's "About" section details the rich Zippo legacy from the founder to the Zippo lighter timeline to the history of "the Zippo Car."


